
ENJOY

What kind of things do you enjoy doing most of all ?
The kind of thing I enjoy doing most of all is 
playing _______.

Do you always enjoy your weekends?
Yes, I always enjoy my weekends ~
No, I don't always enjoy my weekends.

Do you enjoy bedtime stories?
Yes, I enjoy bedtime stories.
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Hole              keyhole
What's this?

It's a hole.
What kind of hole do 
we find in a door?

We find a keyhole 
in a door. B

A

Have you got a hole in your pocket?
Yes, I've got a hole in my pocket

~ No, I haven't got a hole in my pocket.

C
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Bird            fly            plane
Do you know anybody who keeps birds at home?

Yes, I know somebody who keeps birds at home
~ No, I don't know anybody who keeps birds at home.

When people go on holiday, do they generally 
prefer to fly or go by train?

When people go on holiday
they generally prefer to ....

Can a chicken fly?
Yes, a chicken can fly, but not very far.

A

B

C
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Fat             thin
What's the difference between "thick" and "fat"?

The difference between "thick" and "fat" is that we use
"thick" for things and "fat" for people and animals.

Are you fatter than your mother?
Yes, I'm fatter than my mother ~ No, I'm not fatter
than my mother; I'm thinner than she is.

Who's the thinnest person in your family?
My _______ is the thinnest person in my family.
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swam          lost
What's the past of the verb "to swim"?

The past of the verb "to swim" is "swam".
Did you swim last summer?

Yes, I swam last summer
- No, I didn't swim last summer.
What is the past simple and the past participle of the verb 
"to lose"?

The past simple and the past participle of the verb 
"to lose" is "lost".

Have you ever lost your way in a large city?
Yes, I've sometimes lost my way in a large city

~ No, I've never lost my way in a large city.
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